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Wellington Primary School 

The Intent, Implementation and Impact of our Religious Education Curriculum 

INTENT 

R.E. offers pupils the opportunity to raise and reflect on questions about life. They can learn more about themselves and their place in the 
world. When studying different religions and different atheist ideas, whether their own or those of others, they will develop an understanding 
of how culture has developed and been influenced by religion.   
At Wellington Primary School we encourage pupils to respect and value themselves and others, which in turn, will affect the community in 
which they live. R.E. helps pupils to reflect on the way in which beliefs influence people and the affect that it has on their lives.  
 

The aims of teaching history in our school are:  

1. To understand the nature, role and influence of religion and non-religious ideas in the world. 

2. To pursue personal quest for meaning, purpose and value.  

3. To promote understanding of, tolerance of and respect for, different beliefs and lifestyles.  
  

Religious Education contributes to the spiritual, personal, social, moral and cultural development of pupils and provides them with some tools 
to develop their thinking skills. R.E. has a key role to play in enabling pupils to achieve and to prepare them for the opportunities, 
responsibilities and experiences in life and to take their place in modern British society. 
R.E at Wellington Primary does not seek to urge religious beliefs upon pupils, nor compromise their own beliefs, religious or otherwise.  
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IMPLEMENTATION 

RE is taught in all Key Stages and is taught in blocks throughout the year to ensure that pupils achieve depth to learning within each topic. At the start 

of each new topic, children discuss what they already know and write down what they would like to find out. In line with the Herefordshire Agreed 

Syllabus for R.E., pupils study Christianity and other world religions, such as Judaism, Sikhism, Islam and Humansim. There is a key question to pull 

together several curricular subjects, whilst being led by one subject in particular. This pre-learning task enables the children to be directly involved 

in the planning process thus adapting the curriculum to fit key learning interests. Within this, misconceptions are addressed and prior learning 

opportunities are identified, ensuring that new learning challenges are building on existing knowledge and understanding of all children. Within our 

RE overviews and planning, there is great consideration as to how all learners, including greater depth and SEND are supported in lessons. 

At Wellington Primary school, we provide a variety of opportunities for RE learning inside and outside the classroom. To ensure that RE teaching is 

at a consistently high standard across the school, the subject co-ordinator will watch lessons and monitor planning and books. There are often key 

priorities to focus on for this and they will lead to discussions between staff to identify any next steps.  

 

IMPACT 

Our RE curriculum focuses on the progression of knowledge and skills throughout the key stages. We measure and monitor the impact of our 

curriculum through the following methods: 

• Continuous formative assessments - discussions with the children about their learning, questioning and marking of written works in books 

• Assessing children’s understand of topic linked vocabulary before and after a unit is taught  

• Images or videos of the children’s practical learning  

• Books are scrutinized  

• Summative assessments completed after each unit is taught  


